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"Atomic Dog" is a song by George Clinton from his 1982 album Computer Games. The track was released as
a single in December 1982 and became the P-Funk collective's last to reach #1 on the U.S. R&B Chart. The
single failed to chart on the Billboard Hot 100 although it has attained a level of stature since then, partly due
to its having been sampled in several hip hop songs.
Atomic Dog - Wikipedia
"Black Dog" is a song by English rock band Led Zeppelin, the opening track on their fourth album (1971). It
was released as a single in the United States and in Australia with "Misty Mountain Hop" as the B-side,
reaching number 15 on the Billboard Hot 100 and number 10 in Australia.In 2004, the song was first ranked
number 294 on Rolling Stone ' s list of the 500 Greatest Songs of All Time ...
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There are over 800 play-along songs on this website. The songs are located either on this page or the Home
Page. Click here for a list of all website songs (pdf)
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Kids Songs in English iPhone and iPad Apps! Check out the Kids Songs in English Apps. This App contains 5
favorite Kids Songs videos with the mini Matt Character.
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